Protein arrays on high-surface-area plasma-nanotextured poly(dimethylsiloxane)-coated glass slides.
Treatment of poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) surfaces with SF(6) plasma results in the creation of high-surface-area nanotextured surfaces that considerably favour protein adsorption with respect to untreated ones. In order to employ such nanotextured surfaces as substrates for microarrays to be created and analysed using standard instrumentation, we fabricated thin PDMS films on top of standard low-cost microscope glass slides. The properties of both untreated and plasma-treated PDMS-coated slides towards spotting of protein solutions were evaluated in terms of spot signal intensity and homogeneity as well as of spot shape and size. It was found that the plasma-treated PDMS-coated glass slides provided highly homogeneous spots (mean intra-spot variation 7.6%) with spot signal intensity 6-times higher than that obtained using the untreated ones. In addition, comparison with commercially available polystyrene and aminosilanized-glass microarray slides showed that the proposed slides provided 3-times higher spot signal intensity and 2-times lower intra-spot signal variation. In addition, the implementation of long-aged-after-plasma-treatment nanotextured PDMS-coated glass slides provided spots whose shape and size matched those of the spotting tip. As a consequence, denser arrays of variable spot shape can be created using SF(6) plasma-treated PDMS-coated slides instead of standard microarray slides opening new potentials for bioanalytical applications.